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SUBALGEBRAS OF P(AT)

ALBERT WILANSKY

Abstract. Two classes of subalgebras of the bounded operators

on a Banach space X are introduced. This gives an abstract

setting, generalizations, and some shorter proofs of results in

summability which are the special case X = c.

1. Introduction. With X a nonreflexive Banach space we introduce

two classes of subalgebras of BiX), the set of all bounded operators

on X. In §4, we shall show that setting X = c, the space of convergent

sequences of complex numbers, yields simplified proofs, and, in some

cases, generalizations, of theorems of I. D. Berg, J. P. Crawford,

R. J. Whitley, D. R. Kerr, H. H. Stratton and H. I. Brown. In §5

we show that some of the results found in the special case X = c con-

tinue to hold in the general setting. Our subalgebras have certain

scalar homomorphisms defined on them in a natural way; these

specialize, in the case X = c, to well known and important parameters

used in summability theory.

Note. In all topological statements, BiX) is to have the uniform

norm, || P|| =sup{||Px|| :||x|| ¿i}.

2. Acknowledgment. The idea of using the adjoint in summability

theory originated with J. P. Crawford and R. J. Whitley. In particu-

lar, many of the techniques used here follow naturally from ideas

to be found in Crawford's Ph.D. Thesis. I have also had very helpful

consultations with D. J. H. Garling.

3. The subalgebras. Let wEX"\X. Here X" is the second conjugate

of X, and X is the image of X under the natural embedding of X into

X". Let Taw = { TEBiX) : T"wEX@w}. Here T" is the adjoint of the

adjoint T' of P; and, for a vector subspace S and vector w, S(Bw

= {s+tw.sES, t scalar}. For PET", T"w = x+pwiT)w, thus de-

fining pw:Ti,—*C where C is the complex numbers. (The "a" stands

for "almost", see the definition below.)

We shall now hold w fixed and drop the subscript. The dependence

on w is to be understood throughout.
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Theorem I. Va is a closed subalgebra of B(X); p is a nonzero con-

tinuous scalar homomorphism on Ta.

For S, TET", (ST)"w = S"T"w = S"[x + p(T)w] = (Sxf +
p(T)p(S)w. Thus STETa and p is multiplicative. Next, continuity of p

follows from the fact that its kernel, px, is closed; indeed it is the

inverse image of X under the continuous map T—>T"w. Since p is a

continuous scalar homomorphism and p(I) = 1 it follows that ||p|| = 1.

To see that Va is closed, let Tn—*T, say T'„'w = xn+p(Tn)w. Then

||*m —*n|| =||*m —*n|| ^2|| J'm —rB||-||î<;|| so that jxn] is convergent,

say to x. It follows that p(Tn)w—*T"w — x, hence T"w — x is a mul-

tiple of w so that TETa.

The second subalgebra r = r„ is the set of all TEB(X) for which

w is an eigenvector of T". Clearly rcr° and for TET, T"w = p(T)w;

that is, p(T) is the corresponding eigenvalue. By Theorem 1, p is a

continuous scalar homomorphism on T, and since p(/) = l, again

||p|| =1. It is obvious that T is a closed subalgebra.

Theorem 2. r is a closed subalgebra ofT";p is a nonzero continuous

scalar homomorphism on T.

Definition. A member of T will be called a w-matrix; a member

of Va will be called an almost-w-matrix. An almost-7^-matrix T is

called conull if p(T) =0, otherwise coregular.

This definition is justified on historical grounds by the specializa-

tion in §4.

We now see that every T£, includes all the weakly compact opera-

tors, hence all the compact operators.

Theorem 3. Each weakly compact operator is a conull almost-w-

matrix for all w.

This is merely a restatement of [3, Theorem 2, p. 482 ].

A compact operator need not be a 7i/-matrix; for example, for

zEX, fEX' let z®/ be the one dimensional operator which carries

x to f(x)z. The formula (z®f)"w = w(f)z reveals the following facts:

z®/ is an almost-7£)-matrix, and is a w-matrix if and only if w(f) = 0.

4. Specialization. We now see how a classical sequence space

theory is a special case of the above. Let c be the Banach space of all

convergent complex sequences and TEB(c). Defining P„Ec' by Pn(x)

= xn we have (Pn o T)(x) = (Tx)n = Xn lim x+ ]£ a.nkxk. (See [5, §6.4,

Example 5]. This reference covers some of the following remarks

also.) Making the usual identification of c" with m (all bounded

sequences) we have T":m-+m given by the matrix
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X     «i      a2   ■ • ■'

Xi    «n     d\2 ■ ■ ■

X2      Ü21       ^22  -   '   "

The numbers in the first row are those which occur in the representa-

tion of lim o TEc' as (lim o T)(x) =lim(Px) =x lim x-\- ¿2 akXk-

Theorem 4. Let TEBic). Then T is a matrix if and only if T is a

w-matrix with w = (l, 0, 0, • • • )Em = c". Moreover, with this choice

ofw,p(T)=%-

Clearly T"iw) = (x, Xi> X2, " " " ) 1S a multiple of w (namely x~w)

if and only if Xi=X2= • • • =0. But this is precisely the condition

that P is given by the matrix (a„*).

Remark 1. Theorems 2 and 4 yield a trivial proof of the classical

fact that x ¡s a scalar homomorphism on the algebra of conservative

matrices, that is, matrix members of P(c). See, for example, [5,

§14.1, Problem 34].

Remark 2. Theorem 3 now specializes to Steinhaus' classical result

that a matrix summing all bounded sequences cannot be regular, i.e.,

cannot sum each convergent sequence to its ordinary limit.

We next turn to the almost matrices. An operator TEBic) is called

an almost matrix if {x»i} is convergent. The space Va of almost

matrices in P(c) was shown in [2] to be the domain of the maximal

extension, p, of x as a scalar homomorphism.

Theorem 5. Let TEBic). Then T is an almost matrix if and only

if T is an almost-w-matrix with w = (1, 0, 0, ■ ■ • )EmEc". Moreover,

with this choice of w, piT) =x — lim Xn-

If P is an almost matrix, T"w = (x, Xi> X2, • ■ • ) =

(lim x»»» Xi. X2, • • ■ ) + (x-"hni Xn)wEc®w. Conversely, if T is an

almost-w-matrix, (x, Xi> X2, • • • ) = T"w — x-\-pwEc and so T is an

almost matrix.

Remark. Theorems 1 and 5 yield a trivial proof of the result [2,

Theorem 3.4] that p is a scalar homomorphism on the algebra of

almost matrices in B(c).

Note that the expression for p in Theorem 5 is the same as that in

Theorem 4; x is defined on B(c) but is not a scalar homomorphism

even on T".

5. Known results in the new setting. Throughout this section,

X, w, r and Ta have the meanings given in §3. A significant new di-
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rection in summability theory was taken by Berg [l] with the intro-

duction of topological divisors of zero. See [6].

The following result extends the second part of Theorem 5 in [6].

Theorem 6. The following conditions are equivalent for TEB(X):

(i) T is a left topological divisor of 0 in F.

(ii) T is a left topological divisor of 0 in Va.

(iii) T is a left topological divisor of 0 in B(X).

(iv) T is not a homeomorphism (into).

Here condition (i) means that for each e>0, there exists s ET with

||5||=1, ||rS||<€. That (iii) implies (iv) is Theorem 3.5 of [7]. It

remains to prove that (iv) implies (i). Let N = v+ E X'.

It is proved in [5, §11.2, Problem 22] that N is norming;

this means that the norm on X is equivalent to || -Hat, where x||a'

= ||ic|Ar||=sup{|/(x)| :fEN, ||/||gl}. In particular, \\x\\N>S for all

x with ||x|| =1, where 5 is some fixed positive number. By (iv), for

each e>0, there exists x with |[x||=l, ||lx| <t8. By the norming

condition, there exists fEw1- with ||/|| ^1/5, f(x)\ =1. Let 5 = x®/

as defined in §3, where it is also pointed out that SET. Also ||S|| 2:1

since ||Sx|| =||/(x)x|| = 1 =||x||. Finally ||rs||<€ for, given y with

||y|| =1, wehave||r5y|| =|| r[/(y)x]|| = |/y| -||?x|[ <(l/<5)-eô = e.

The next two results extend and give simplified proofs for Theorems

1 and 2 of [6].

Theorem 7. The sets Vo and Va0 of conull w-matrices and conull

almost-w-matrices are left ideals in B(X).

For AETa0, TEB(X) we have (TA)"w=T"A"w=T"x= (Tx)\

The other half of the proof is similar.

These left ideals need not be right ideals ; see the first example on

p. 250 of [6].

Theorem 8. The subalgebras T and Va of B(X) are inverse-closed;

indeed if TET (or Va) any left inverse of T also belongs to T (or Va).

We give the proof for T" only. It is the special case of the following

Lemma in which ST = I.

Lemma. Let S, TEB(X). If T, ST are both almost-w-matrices with

with at least one coregular, then S is an almost-w-matrix.

First, T must be coregular since otherwise, both T and ST would

be conull by Theorem 7. LetX = p(T), p. = p(ST). Then
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S"w = S"[(\/\)T"w - (l/\)x] = (l/\)(ST)"w - (1/X)(S*)A

= (1/X)y + i\/\)pw - (\/\)(SxY EX@w.

We finally generalize Corollary 3, p. 247 of [6]. The result is given

there for matrices; thus the generalization is new even for X — c

inasmuch as it extends to almost matrices. The following result can

be carried much further, namely, we can prove that a conull almost-

w-matrix cannot have closed range and finite-dimensional, or even

reflexive null space. The result given here merely shows that it

cannot be a homeomorphism, that is, one to one and with closed

range.

Theorem 9. A conull almost-w-matrix must be a left lopological

divisor of zero.

Suppose that P is not a left topological divisor of zero, hence,

Theorem 6, a homeomorphism. Since P is conull we have T"w = y'

and we shall show that y is in the range of P. Let f EX' with P'/ = 0.

Thenf(y)=y(f) = (T"w)(f)=w(T'f)=0. By [3, p. 479, Lemma 8],
y is in the range of T, say y=Tx. For any hEX' we have h=T'g

for some gEX' by [3, p. 487, Theorem 2] and so w(h)-w(T'g)

= (T"w)g=$(g)=g(y)=g(Tx) = (T'g)x = h(x)=x(h). This leads to

the conclusion w = x which contradicts the definition of w.

6. A generalization. Let W be a closed proper subspace of X'

which is norming (see the discussion in the proof of Theorem 6). Let

Tw be the set of all TEB(X) with the property that there exists

p=p(T) such that (T'-p-I) [X']EW. (Here / is the identity map

on X'.) It is trivial that p is uniquely defined and is linear. To see

that W is a subalgebra of B(X) and that p is a scalar homomorphism,

let S, TE W, p(S) =p,p(T) = X. Then

[(ST)' - \Pl](f) = T'S'f - \Pf = r[w + Pf] - Xpf

= T'w + p(wi + A/) — Xpf = T'w A- pwi

= w2 + \w + pwi E W.

Since also p(/) = l, p is nonzero. Continuity of p follows from the

easily proved fact that its kernel is closed. To see that Tw is closed,

let TnE^w, Pn-^P- Since ||p|| =1, \p(Tn)} is convergent, say p(Tn)

-+X. Then for all fEX', [T'n-p(Tn)l](f)EW and so, letting n->»,

(T'-\I(f))EW.
To see that the subalgebra Vw is a special case, fix w, X as in §3

and let W = wL. Then W is norming, as pointed out in the proof of

Theorem   6;   also   Yw — Tw,   for   let   T E T„.   For  / E X',    let
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g=[T'-p(T)l]f.  Then  w(g)=[T"w-p(T)w]f = 0  so   that  gEW.
Conversely, if TE^w, for aWfEX' we have

(T"w - pw)f = w[(T - PI)f] = 0

since \T'— pl]fEW. Thus r"w=pwandso TE^w

In this more general setting we get the theorems of §5. For ex-

ample Theorem 6 used only the fact that v+ is norming, hence the

same proof works.

7. Coregular and conull. In [ó] we used conull to mean x = 0. By

Theorem 4, this agrees with our present usage for matrices. However,

for almost matrices p and x are different (Theorem 5) and it is p

that is the more useful parameter. It is multiplicative and also plays

a role in discussing maps of c which x does not. For example Theorem

3 of [6] says that no conull matrix map of c can be a homeomorphism.

It goes on to construct such a homeomorphism which is an almost

matrix with x = 0- But, we can add the result that there is no conull

(meaning p = 0) almost matrix map T of c which is a homeomorphism.

To prove this we use Lemma 10 of [ó] to construct a left inverse S

for T, contradicting Theorem 7, above.

We also note that every projection of c onto Co is a coregular

almost matrix, for it has the form I — M®lim, where u is an arbitrary

member of c. (See [4, p. 547].)
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